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Let’s start with a song:  
“No More Pie”

Why Study Singing? 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -!



The Functional Unity Concept

Every art consists of a technical-mechanical part and an aesthetical part. !
A singer who cannot overcome the difficulties of the first can never attain 

perfection in the second, not even a genius.!
Mathilde Marchesi, 1821-1913!

When the voice works as a functional unit, it allows singers to develop an extended 
range with an even scale, a seamless legato, secure intonation regardless of vowel, 
tessitura, and dynamic, sufficient transmission or projection of sound, and a wide 
palette of colors. These are the sensuous building blocks of their art . . . to achieve 

the gestalt or functional unity of the singing voice is the goal of all singers.!
Barbara Doscher, 1922-1996!





Establishing Efficient Body Alignment 



posture and alignment



Strategies to  
Encourage Healthy Breathing 



strategies for greater awareness and efficient coordination of breathing 



Phonation and Registration 
#1 and #2 from Ware, Clifton: Basics of Vocal Pedagogy!

Mc-Graw Hill, 1997.!



PRIMARY GOAL:  
AN EVEN SCALE WITH A CONSISTENT SOUND FROM TOP TO BOTTOM 



how to avoid Tension 



Resonance.  Here’s the big secret:  
Vowels have Pitch!! 

Resonating spaces are created by vowels that are produced by 
movements of the articulators (lips, teeth, soft palate, jaw, etc.). The 
better the vowel is produced, the better the sound will be. As the 

palate is raised, the larynx is lowered, creating more resonating space. 
It is helpful to visualize a consistent lift in the middle vault (boundary 
between hard and soft palates) and imagine the sound is emanating 

from behind the eyes. Vowels have naturally occurring formant 
frequencies (“sweet spots”), and if the vowel shape can approximate 
the tuning of the sung pitch, sympathetic resonance is increased and 

sound is projected with the most efficient usage of vocal energy. !

Illustration from Doscher’s Functional Unity, p. 126.!



Resonance.  Matching Vowel Formants 

The goal is to have the most refined resonance (quality) to create an 
appropriate amount of sound (quantity), !

where quality of sound is more important than quantity.!
Therefore, resonating spaces (vowels) are tunable and the articulators, 

especially the tongue, jaw and lips, !
must remain flexible to find the most efficient tuning. !

In general, the tongue should remain forward to keep the sound forward.!



I.P.A. Vowel Pyramid with  
Related Tongue Positions 



Your Next  
Bulletin 
Board: 



Suggestions for Designing Vocal Warm-ups 
and Choral-Vocal Techniques 



Use Movement in Rehearsals to Synthesize 
Vocal Technique and Musicality 
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“Adeste fideles” 3 Ways!

•  Atlanta Symphony Orchestra and 
Chorus (Robert Shaw, conductor)!



“Adeste fideles” 3 Ways!

•  Taverner Consort                                          
(Andrew Parrott, conductor)!



“Adeste fideles” 3 Ways!

•  The Roches (1990)!



the vocal spectrum chart
After Henry Leck!



A Musical “Back to the Future”!

What did the music really sound like way back then?!



Sistine Chapel 
Restoration

National Geographic, December 1989!



Transformation!







Byrd: “Christ rising”

Performed by  Red Byrd and the 
Parley of Instruments!

1589!(Verse Anthem)!



Morley: “Fauxbourdon on ‘Old 100th’”

1604!





1770!

“A Virgin Unspotted”!







Billings: “When Jesus wept”



Soweto Gospel Choir

“Lelilungelo Ngelakho”!
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